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From the mouth of babes. My eyes water at the fear of trouble.
A Collision.
Courage. Fight. Promise. Love & Compassion. OvercoME.
Change. Harmony. U See. A Collision. Innovate the world. U see. a collision. Dance. Smile.
Embrace Peace.
We were once taught to love thy neighbor and now it seems that we have lost sight of what
peace is and what we can do with it.
PEACE is a state of HARMONY characterized by a lack of VIOLENCE, conflict behaviors
& FREEDOM from FEAR.
Make peace with the warring factions – BE at peace with the world.
Life is something we all share, just like oxygen, in the air. The way we live it, is us up to us,
with a negative or with a plus.
Let your mine be the anchor that keeps your feet on the ground.
Society will never fall, and the time will never tell. How can people change the world
if it’s never taken well?
Why can’t it be the circles of peace instead of a line of gun shots?
I can only FOCUS on the bad things happening, war brings casualties, man this life’s a
tragedy, how bad this stuff saddens me, how will I MANAGE to maintain sanity?
How can one succeed when you’re surrounded by the shadows of violence, loss and
stereotypes, yet on our JOURNEY we find courage, strength, and integrity.
The scars from yesterday represent the past but the courage I have now will represent the
future.
If you have something worth the struggle, fight for it.
The battle for peace ends with the decision to achieve something greater, and help those
who cannot help themselves.
I have concern for the struggle because I have burned from the struggle.

